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Redisturbed
Our venture into unicase typeface design started in 1993
with the release of Disturbance. Redisturbed takes the
concept much further.
New textures
We accept the symbols of the alphabet without question
and rarely stop to think about a letter’s shape, let alone
its origin. Having the freedom to play with these
symbols is One of the joys of designing type; being able to
push them in different directions to shape and twist an
idea, or provoke a reaction. Sometimes this can be
subtle; other times it can be brash.

The poem Eurydice by sue hubbard, Waterloo, london (see Footnote 14)

Another side to type design is not to try and reinvent the
shapes of the letters, but to question the structure and
rhythm of their use. Redisturbed was designed to create
new word shapes and textures both individually and en
masse. Unlike a usual typeface where the capital letters
show some visual difference to the lower case (for
example G g g ), a unicase design shares the same
symbol for both the capital and the lower case.
Redisturbed’s character set has been carefully selected
and designed to create an even rhythm and set clear,
identifiable word shapes.
Levels of appearance
Redisturbed has appeared large along the walls of a
Waterloo underpass in London. It’s been used to set the
whole text in the book Caves of Making by Philip Gross,
and its swash letters enhance title words in the book
dieu point d’interrogation by Benoit Marchon.

Caves of Making by Philip Gross (see our Publications section)

dieu point d’interrogation by Benoit Marchon
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fi fl ff ffi an es qu
A variety of ligatures

swash letters
A collection of swash letters

ÅçÉġĦōÞųŽ
Support for a wide range of languages

A fully functioning text typeface
Many, if not all, unicase typefaces are principally designed
to function in display use where their quirky patterning
can be seen and appreciated (and it would be silly to ignore
the stylistic benefits of this). However, Redisturbed was
designed principally for setting continuous text and in this
respect it continues the long tradition of fiddling with the
structure of the alphabetic.
The character set is extensive to provide the designer with
a typeface that can tackle the requirements of setting
detailed typography. included are a multitude of swash
letters to help craft a title or product name, extensive
ligatures, several variations of number sets, superior
letters, and fraction styles all in a range of weights from
Light to Heavy, in Roman and Italic.
An important part of the functionality of Redisturbed are
its optical variants. These designs are modified to allow the
texture of Redisturbed to perform well across a range of
type sizes, especially the challenging smaller ones.

107 318 417 834 ⁸ ⅚
Proportional and tabular as well as reduced size for notation and fraction use

Light, regular, medium, bold, heavy

Small

Regular

The four optical sizes of Redisturbed
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Questioning convention
During my studies at the Royal College of Art I came across
Bradbury Thompson’s Alphabet 26 and his wider
experiments related to the rhythm and structure of the
alphabet. Thompson developed his ideas In reaction to
watching his son learning to read. He questioned the
reasoning for the different symbols used for capital and
lower case letters. The foundation of his argument rested
in the confusion caused through multiple symbols
representing the same sound.
Through researching the development of the alphabet I
found that attempts to modify its structure crop up
regularly throughout history. Many suggest adding new
symbols to represent the multitude of different sounds;
others suggest simplifying the character set by reducing
the alphabet to a single case.
Thankfully our alphabet is very flexible and we adapt to its
structure and accept its changing form easily. The visual
texture created by a unicase alphabet presents an unusual
image (albeit one made of recognisable and known
shapes). the trick is to fool the mind into accepting this
different image and not to see it as a barrier to readability.
The thinking behind Alphabet 26, Westvaco Inspirations 180 (1950)

Ascender 2
Ascender 1
X-height

baseline
Descender 1
Descender 2

descender depths and Ascenders heights

abc d e fghi
jklmnopq
r stuvwxy z

There are two descender depths and two Ascender heights
which allow for more vertical movement across the type
image. This adds visual interest and helps to knit the text
block together vertically. It also reduces the impression of
reading all capital setting.
the core 26 letters were selected and developed to avoid
confusion across the alphabet; For example b d p q are
visually different shapes. Whilst the designs of g and q
move away from their traditional shapes and lend a
degree of uniqueness when used.
A challenge for you
Where a classic serif is needed, try Redisturbed. Be bold,
don’t let the designer’s of the sixties be the last to
challenge alphabetic convention. Of course you have to
convince your editor, which might prove more difficult
today than in the past.

The 26 letters of redisturbed
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Explore redisturbed and discover more
There are many resources available online where you can
find out about the typeface, its families and weights.
visit the Redisturbed Explorer and glide over the typeface,
click on any of the + icons to discover more. Explorer is
best experienced through a desktop, laptop or tablet. A link
to it can be found on the Redistubed page.
Try the fonts
All the fonts can be viewed and tested through the website.
You can also download each font with our Demo Licence
allowing you to try them locally in your applications.
Specific information
The Font Info PDF gives an overview of the detailing of the
typeface; its families, weights, features and abilities.
Design notes
Historical examples and The story behind the design of
Redisturbed is shown at StudioType.com.
Redisturbed specimen
The PDF specimen available at typography.net tells the
history of the design in greater detail.
The Redisturbed Explorer

Try the fonts

Font Info PDF

Studiotype.com

Redisturbed Specimen
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